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Abstract
The purpose of this article is to present a new theory IPA() for #xed points over arithmetic
which allows the building up of #xed points in a very nested and entangled way. But in spite of
its great expressive power we can show that the proof-theoretic strength of our theory—which
is intensional in a meaning to be described below—is characterized by the Feferman–Sch)utte
ordinal 0. Our approach is similar to the building up of #xed points over state spaces in the
propositional modal -calculus.
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1. Introduction
Fixed point theories play an important role in many branches of mathematical logic
and computer science. Typically, an operator  mapping the power set Pow(M) of
some set M to Pow(M) is given, and we are interested in #xed points of . The
logical structure of the generation or de#nition of such #xed points heavily depends
on the complexity of (the description of)  and on whether  is supposed to be, for
example, positive/monotone. A further principal distinction refers to the fact whether
we look for minimal or arbitrary #xed points of .
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Formal systems for #nite iterations of #xed points given by positive arithmetic for-
mulas have #rst been studied by Feferman in connection with his proof of Hancock’s
conjecture; see [6]. In J)ager et al. [7] trans#nite iterations of this form of #xed point
theories are introduced and analyzed from a proof-theoretic point of view. A further
good source of reading about theories for arbitrary, not necessarily minimal #xed points
is Cantini [5]. In this monograph, #xed points of inductive de#nitions provide a uniform
way of dealing with truth de#nitions of various sorts.
The purpose of this article is to present a new theory IPA() for #xed points over
arithmetic which allows the building up of #xed points in a very nested and entangled
way and goes beyond what has been possible so far. Our approach is similar to the
building up of #xed points over state spaces in the propositional modal -calculus,
which is elegantly described, for example, in Brad#eld and Stirling [3] and Arnold and
Niwinski [1].
To illustrate one of the possibilities of #xed point formation in IPA(), take two
arithmetic formulas A[X; Y; a] and B[X; Y; b] of second arithmetic which are positive in
X and negative in Y . We introduce a form of  abstraction and let the expression
(X; a)A[X; Y; a] represent some #xed point of the operator A;Y ,
A;Y :Pow(N)→ Pow(N);
A;Y (M) := {n ∈ N :N |= A[M; Y; n]};
containing Y as a set parameter. The variable Y is said to be negative in the term
(X; a)A[X; Y; a], hence the formula C[Y; b],
C[Y; b] := B[Y; (X; a)A[X; Y; a]; b]
is positive in Y . In our theory IPA() also a #xed point (Y; b)C[Y; b] of the new
operator C ,
C :Pow(N)→ Pow(N);
C(M) := {n ∈ N :N |= B[M; (X; a)A[X;M; a]; n]}
is available. Observe the impredicativity of this proceeding: the “meaning” of
(X; a)A[X; Y; a] depends on the value of the parameter Y ; on the other hand, in
order to determine a #xed point N of C we have to know the set (X; a)A[X; N; a].
Hence the generation of #xed points in IPA() cannot be nicely strati#ed as in Fefer-
man’s theories ÎDn.
Even more complex #xed point constructions can be carried through in IPA(). In
spite of this signi#cant expressive power we can show that the proof-theoretic strength
of our theory—which is intensional in a meaning to be described below—is character-
ized by the Feferman–Sch)utte ordinal 0.
2. The theories ÎDn: a repetition
In this section we repeat the de#nitions of the iterated #xed point theories ÎDn
considered, for example, in Feferman [6], and the second-order #xed point theory FP0,
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introduced in Avigad [2]. They form the starting point of our considerations and provide
the lower proof-theoretic bound of the system IPA(), to be introduced later.
LetL1 denote any language of #rst order arithmetic with number variables a; b; c; u; v;
w; x; y; z; : : : (possibly with subscripts), a constant 0 as well as function and rela-
tion symbols for all primitive recursive functions and relations. The number terms
(r; s; t; r1; s1; t1; : : :) and formulas of L1 are de#ned as usual.
In the following we make use of the usual coding machinery in L1: 〈· · ·〉 is a
standard primitive recursive function for forming n-tuples 〈t1; : : : ; tn〉, so-called sequence
numbers; (t)i is the ith component of (the sequence coded by) t if i is less than the
length of t; i.e. (t)i = ti+1 for all 06i6n− 1, provided that t= 〈t1; : : : ; tn〉.
Given a language L′ comprising L1 and a set constant P not occurring in L′, we
write L′[P] for the extension of L′ which is obtained by permitting formulas of the
form (t ∈ P), where ∈ is the membership relation symbol, as further atomic formulas.
A formula A of L′[P] is positive in P if all subformulas of A of the form (t ∈ P) are
positive in A in the usual sense.
To present the syntax of the theories ÎDn in some detail, we introduce, for all natural
numbers n, operator forms of level n and, based on these operator forms, the languages
L(n). We proceed inductively as follows:
1. L(0) is de#ned to be the language L1.
2. Let P be a fresh set constant which does not occur in the language L(n); we
write L(n; P) for the extension of L(n) by P. An L(n; P) formula A[P; a] which
is positive in P and contains at most the variable a free is called an operator form
of level n.
3. To each operator form A[P; a] of level n we associate an new set constant PA; the
language L(n + 1) is the extension of L(n) by all new set constants which are
generated by operator forms of level n.
For every natural number n¿1, the theory ÎDn is formulated in the language L(n). Its
logical axioms are the usual axioms of classical #rst order logic with equality in the
#rst sort. The non-logical axioms of ÎDn comprise the axioms of Peano arithmetic PA
with the schema of complete induction for all formulas of L(n) plus the #xed point
axioms
(Fix) (r ∈ PA)↔ A[PA; r]
for all number terms r and each set constant PA which is associated to an operator
form A[P; a] whose level is less than n.
The union of the theories ÎDn for all natural numbers n¿1 is denoted by ÎD¡!.
Obviously, each theorem provable in ÎD¡! is already provable in some ÎDn for n being
suPciently large.
(Fix) simply states that the set constant PA describes some #xed point of the oper-
ator A,
A :Pow(N)→ Pow(N); A(M) := {n ∈ N :N |= A[M; n]}:
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Observe that an operator form A[P; a] of level n may contain set constants representing
#xed points of operator forms of levels less than n. In order to #x the meaning of
A[M; n] in N, these set constants have to be interpreted before.
Feferman’s article [6] provides a detailed proof-theoretic analysis of the theories
ÎDn. Among other things it is shown there that the proof-theoretic strength of their
union ÎD¡! can be characterized by the famous Feferman–Sch)utte ordinal 0, which
describes the limit of predicative mathematics.
Theorem 1 (Feferman). The theory ÎD¡! has proof-theoretic strength 0.
The theories ÎDn must not be confused with the theories IDn which ask for least
#xed points rather than arbitrary #xed points of the operator forms involved. They are
signi#cantly stronger than the ÎDn—cf. e.g. Buchholz et al. [4] for further details—and
do not play a role in our present context.
Let us #nish these remarks about the theories ÎDn by pointing out their intensional
character. Let A[P; a] and B[P; a] be two operator forms of level 0 and let C[P;Q; a]
be a P-positive formula of the language L(0; P;Q), i.e. of L(0) extended by the set
constants P and Q. Furthermore, set
D[P; a] := C[P;PA; a] and E[P; a] := C[P;PB; a]:
Obviously, D[P; a] and E[P; a] are two operator forms of level 1 which diQer in the
parameters PA and PB only. However, there is no way to derive in ÎD2 (or even in
ÎD¡!) that the #xed points associated to D[P; a] and E[P; a] contain the same elements
provided that PA and PB contain the same elements. In general we have that
ÎD¡! 0 ∀x(x ∈ PA↔ x ∈ PB)→ ∀x(x ∈ PD↔ x ∈ PE):
This means that all theories ÎD1; ÎD2; : : : and ÎD¡! behave intensionally with respect to
their parameters.
It is convenient for the proof-theoretic treatment of our system IPA() in Section 5
to introduce extensions ÎDn of the theories ÎDn which allow the direct representation
of simultaneous #xed points and to work with systems of operator forms of #nite level
rather than individual operator forms. They are formulated in the extensions Le(n) of
the languages L(n) de#ned as follows:
1. Le(0) is de#ned to be the language L1.
2. Let P˜= P1; : : : ; Pp and Q˜=Q1; : : : ;Qq be sequences of fresh set constants which do
not occur in the language Le(n) and write Le(n; P˜; Q˜) for the extension of Le(n)
by P˜ and Q˜. A list
S = (A1[P˜; Q˜; a]; : : : ; Ap+q[P˜; Q˜; a])
of Le(n; P˜; Q˜) formulas Ai[P˜; Q˜; a], for 16i6p + q, which are positive in P˜ and
negative in Q˜ and contain at most the variable a free is called an operator system
of level n and signature (p; q).
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3. To each operator system S of level n and signature (p; q) we associate new set
constants P1S; : : : ; P
p
S and Q
1
S; : : : ;Q
q
S; the language L
e(n + 1) is the extension of
Le(n) by all new set constants which are generated by operator systems of level n.
Given a natural number n¿1, the theory ÎDn, formulated in Le(n), is obtained from
Peano arithmetic PA by permitting the schema of complete induction for all formulas
of Le(n) and by adding the following simultaneous #xed point axioms for all operator
systems S=(A1[P˜; Q˜; a]; : : : ; Ap+q[P˜; Q˜; a]) of signature (p; q) and level less than n:
(Fixe)
(r ∈ P1S) ↔ A1[P1S; : : : ;PpS;Q1S; : : : ;QqS; r];
...
...
(r ∈ PpS) ↔ Ap[P1S; : : : ;PpS;Q1S; : : : ;QqS; r];
(r =∈ Q1S) ↔ Ap+1[P1S; : : : ;PpS;Q1S; : : : ;QqS; r];
...
...
(r =∈ QqS) ↔ Ap+q[P1S; : : : ;PpS;Q1S; : : : ;QqS; r]:
As above, ÎD¡! is de#ned to be the union of the theories ÎDn for all natural numbers
n¿1.
It follows immediately from the syntactic setup that each theory ÎDn is contained
in ÎDn. On the other hand, by employing the usual techniques of coding systems of
#xed point equations into #xed point equations it is easily proved that proof-theoretic
strength is not improved by moving from ÎDn to ÎDn and that both theories prove the
same arithmetic sentences. The detailed proof of the following lemma is left to the
reader.
Lemma 2. For any natural number n greater than 0 and for all sentences A of L1
we have:
1. The theory ÎDn can be embedded into the theory ÎDn so that all arithmetic as-
sertions are preserved;
ÎDn  A ⇔ ÎDn  A:
2. The theory ÎD¡! can be embedded into the theory ÎD¡! so that all arithmetic
assertions are preserved;
ÎD¡!  A ⇔ ÎD¡!  A:
A further interesting #xed point theory is Avigad’s system FP0. It is formulated in
the language L2 of second-order arithmetic which is obtained from L1 by adding set
variables U; V;W; X; Y; Z; : : : (possibly with subscripts) and the binary relation symbol
∈ for membership. L2 formulas which do not contain bound set variables are called
arithmetic.
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Besides the usual axioms of classical logic with equality in the #rst sort, the theory
FP0 comprises the induction axiom
(IA) ∀X (0 ∈ X ∧ ∀y(y ∈ X → y′ ∈ X )→ ∀y(y ∈ X ))
and, for all arithmetic formulas A[X; a] which are positive in X , the ;xed point axioms
(FP) ∃X∀y(y ∈ X ↔A[X; y]):
Note, however, that A[X; a] may have additional number and set parameters. Hence, if
X does not occur in A, the schema (FP) immediately implies comprehension for the
arithmetic formula A.
Avigad [2] tells us a lot about the theory FP0; among other things, it is shown there,
that FP0 is equivalent to Friedman’s theory ATR0 of arithmetic trans#nite recursion. A
further result states that FP0 is a conservative extension of ÎD¡! with respect to all
formulas of L1.
Theorem 3 (Avigad). The theories FP0 and ÎD¡! are proof-theoretically equivalent.
Although being of the same proof-theoretic strength, the theory FP0 is syntactically
much more “Rexible” than the rather static system ÎD¡!; arbitrary X -positive arithmetic
formulas of L2 with arbitrary number and set parameters are permitted in the build
up of new #xed points. In the next section we introduce another theory which is even
more liberal with respect to the generation of #xed points and allows rather intricate
nestings of those.
3. The theory IPA()
The intensional #xed point calculus IPA() will be formulated in the language L().
It is obtained from L1 by adding countably many set variables U; V;W; X; Y; Z; : : : (pos-
sibly with subscripts), the membership relation symbol ∈ and the set term constructor .
The set terms (R; S; T; R1; S1; T1; : : :) and formulas (A; B; C; A1; B1; C1; : : :) of L() as
well as the collections POS(U ) and NEG(U ) of U -positive and U -negative L() set
terms and formulas are generated simultaneously by the following inductive
de#nition:
(1) Every formula ofL1 is a formula ofL() and belongs to POS(U ) and NEG(U )
for any U .
(2) Every set variable V is a set term of L() and belongs to POS(U ) for any U ;
moreover, it belongs to NEG(U ) for all U diQerent from V .
(3) If S is a set term of L() and r a number term, then (r ∈ S) is a formula of
L(). If S belongs to POS(U ) [NEG(U )], then (r ∈ S) belongs to POS(U )
[NEG(U )].
(4) If A is a formula of L(), then so also is ¬A. If A belongs to POS(U )
[NEG(U )], then ¬A belongs to NEG(U ) [POS(U )].
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(5) If A and B are formulas of L(), then so also is (A∨ B). If A and B belong to
POS(U ) [NEG(U )], then (A∨B) belongs to POS(U ) [NEG(U )].
(6) If A is a formula of L(), then so also is ∃xA. If A belongs to POS(U )
[NEG(U )], then ∃xA belongs to POS(U ) [NEG(U )].
(7) If A is a formula from POS(X ), then (X; a)A is a set term of L(), in which
all free occurrences of the variables X and a are bound by the set term construc-
tor . If A belongs to POS(U ) [NEG(U )], then (X; a)A belongs to POS(U )
[NEG(U )].
Further expressions like (A∧B), (A→B), (A ↔ B) and ∀xA are treated as abbrevia-
tions as usual. In the following we frequently omit parentheses and implicitly assume
that all bound variables have been renamed to avoid conRict of variables. Moreover,
we often make use of the vector notation Z˜ as shorthand for #nite strings Z1; : : : ;Zn
of expressions whose length is not important or evident from the context.
Suppose now that R˜=R1; : : : ; Rn, U˜ =U1; : : : ; Un and that Z is a term or formula
of L(). Then Z[R˜=S˜] is the term or formula of L() which is obtained from Z by
simultaneously replacing all free occurrences of the variables U˜ by the set terms R˜; in
order to avoid collision of variables, a renaming of bound variables may be necessary.
If the L() formula A is written as B[U˜ ], then we often simply write B[R˜] instead
of A[R˜=U˜ ]. The notations A[˜r=u˜], B[˜r], A[R˜; r˜=U˜ ; u˜] and B[R˜; r˜] are always used in the
corresponding sense.
In addition, if A[U ] and B[a] are formulas of L(), we often write A[/x :B[x]] to
indicate the result, for each number term t with an occurrence in an atomic formula
(t ∈U ) in A, of substituting B[t] for that subformula. As above, it may be necessary
to rename bound variables.
A formula or set term of L() is called positive in X or X -positive in case that
it belongs to the collection POS(X ). Thus for each X -positive formula A[X; a] a set
term (X; a)A[X; a] is provided by the language L(). Within the theory IPA() this
set term will de#ne a #xed point of the monotone operator A provided by A[X; a]
and, of course, suitable interpretations of all the -expressions occurring within A[X; a],
A :Pow(N)→ Pow(N); A(M) := {n ∈ N :N |= A[M; n]}:
To make this idea precise, let us now #x the theory IPA(). It is formulated in the lan-
guage L(), its logic is classical logic with equality in the #rst sort, and its non-logical
axioms comprise the axioms of Peano arithmetic PA with the schema of complete in-
duction for all formulas of L() plus the following #xed point axioms.
Fixed point axioms of IPA(). For all X -positive formulas A[X; a] of L() and all
number terms r we have
(FIX) (r ∈ (X; a)A[X; a])↔A[(X; a)A[X; a]; r]:
It is an immediate and trivial observation that the theories ÎD1; ÎD2; : : : and ÎD¡! can
be canonically embedded into IPA(), thus establishing a lower bound of the proof-
theoretic strength of IPA(). Later we will see that this bound is sharp.
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Theorem 4. There exists a canonical interpretation of ÎD¡! into the theory IPA()
so that, for example, all sentences of L1 are not a>ected.
As in ÎD1; ÎD2; : : : and ÎD¡! we do not claim any extensional behavior of our #xed
points in IPA(); in particular, we do not include axioms that imply that #xed points
are extensional in their parameters. Remember that two sets U and V are considered
as equal (in the sense of extensional set theory) provided that they contain the same
elements,
(U = V ) := ∀x(x ∈ U↔ x ∈ V );
and let A[U; X; a] be an X -positive formula of L(). Then in general the implication
(S = T ) ∧ (r ∈ (X; a)A[S; X; x])→ (r ∈ (X; a)A[T; X; x])
is not provable in IPA(). In IPA() #xed points depend on the syntactic form of the
corresponding #xed point clauses and the set parameters involved; logical relationships
between these clauses and the extensional equality of their parameters are not respected.
Therefore we call IPA() an intensional #xed point theory.
The expressive strength of IPA() stems from the fact that #xed point construc-
tions can be iterated in a very nested way. Choose, for example, two arithmetic for-
mulas A[X; Y; a] and B[X; Y; a] which are both positive in X and negative in Y and
set
C[Z; b] := B[Z; (X; a)A[X; Z; a]; b]:
Then C[Z; b] is positive in Z , and therefore the set term (Z; b)C[Z; b] may be formed.
According to our axioms, (X; a)A[X; Y; a] can be regarded as an operation fA which
assigns to each set Y a #xed point fA(Y ) of the operator de#ned by A[X; Y; a]. This
operation is then plugged in into the arithmetic B[X; Y; a] to give the new—no longer
arithmetic—formula C[Z; b], which is positive in Z . Therefore it seems that the com-
putation of a #xed point of (the operator corresponding to) this formula does not
only depend on individual and previously computed sets, as it is the case for the
traditional #xed point theories ÎDn (cf., e.g. Feferman [6]), but on the whole
operation fA.
However, as mentioned above, we will show in this paper that the proof-theoretic
strength of the theory IPA(), in spite of its great expressive power, is exactly that
of the theory ÎD¡!, i.e. of the system of all #nitely iterated #xed points of positive
operator forms.
Lubarsky [8] introduced a -calculus PA() over Peano arithmetic in which least
#xed points rather than arbitrary #xed points are required to exist. This additional re-
quirement yields enormous proof-theoretic strength, and PA() is signi#cantly stronger
than theories like ID¡! or (T12-CA) + (BI); for a de#nition of these systems see, for
example, Buchholz et al. [4]. The theory PA() will not be considered further in this
article.
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4. The auxiliary system IPA−()
IPA−() is an auxiliary subsystem of IPA() which will be convenient later for
determining the upper proof-theoretic bound of IPA(): #rst we show that IPA() can
be interpreted into IPA−(); afterwards IPA−() will be reduced to ÎD¡!.
IPA−() is obtained from IPA() by restricting the formation of -terms (X; a)A to
those X -positive formulas A of L() which do not contain number parameters besides
a. In more detail, the set terms and formulas of the language L−(), in which IPA−()
has to be formulated, are de#ned as the set terms and formulas of L() with clause
(7) replaced as follows:
(−7) If A is an L−() formula from POS(X ) with at most the free number variable
a and possibly several free set variables besides X , then (X; a)A is a set term
of L−(), in which all free occurrences of the variables X and a are bound by
the set term constructor . If A belongs to POS(U ) [NEG(U )], then (X; a)A
belongs to POS(U ) [NEG(U )].
The set terms and formulas of L−() which do not contain free set variables are
called semiclosed. Thus free number variables are permitted in semiclosed set terms and
formulas. In closed set terms and formulas neither free number nor free set variables
are allowed, but this notion will not be used in the following.
By a simple argument it can be shown that number parameters in -terms do not
contribute to the expressive and proof-theoretic strength of our #xed point theories. In
particular, we have the following reduction result.
Theorem 5. There exists an interpretation I which maps each formula A of L()
to the formula I(A) of L−() so that the following two properties are satis;ed:
1. For any formula A of L() which does not contain -terms its translation I(A)
is identical to A.
2. I reduces the theory IPA() to the theory IPA−(); i.e. we have for all formulas
A of L() that
IPA()  A ⇒ IPA−()  I(A):
Proof. For any formula A of L() the formula I(A) is de#ned by the following
induction on A:
(I1) If A is a formula of L1, then I(A) is this formula A.
(I2) If A is the formula ¬B and not a formula of L1, then I(A) is the formula
¬I(B).
(I3) If A is the formula (B∨C) and not a formula of L1, then I(A) is the formula
(I(B)∨I(C)).
(I4) If A is the formula ∃xB and not a formula of L1, then I(A) is the formula
∃xI(B).
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(I5) Finally let A be a formula of the form (t ∈ (X; a)B[X; Y˜ ; a; b˜]) so that B[X; Y˜ ; a; b˜]
contains at most X; Y˜ ; a; b˜ free. Then we set
I(A) := (〈t; b˜〉 ∈ (Z; c)B◦[Z; Y˜ ; c])
where B◦[Z; Y˜ ; c] is de#ned to be the formula
∃x∃y˜(c = 〈x; y˜〉 ∧I(B)[/z:(〈z; y˜〉 ∈ Z); Y˜ ; x; y˜]):
In view of this de#nition, the #rst assertion of our theorem is trivially satis#ed. In
order to verify the second assertion, we only have to check that all #xed point axioms
are respected by our translation I. So let B[X; Y˜ ; a; b˜] be an X -positive formula of
L() which contains at most X; Y˜ ; a; b˜ free. We have to show that the axiom
r ∈ (X; a)B[X; Y˜ ; a; b˜]↔B[(X; a)B[X; Y˜ ; a; b˜]; Y˜ ; r; b˜]
of IPA() is interpreted appropriately. However, with the notations of (I5) and with
S[Y˜ ] denoting the set term (Z; c)B◦[Z; Y˜ ; c] we immediately obtain that the equivalence
〈r; b˜〉 ∈ S[Y˜ ]↔B◦[S[Y˜ ]; Y˜ ; 〈r; b˜〉]
is provable in IPA−() and thus also
〈r; b˜〉 ∈ S[Y˜ ]↔I(B)[/z:(〈z; b˜〉 ∈ S[Y˜ ]); Y˜ ; r; b˜]:
Hence the projection of the set term S[Y˜ ] on 〈b˜〉 takes over the role of the set term
(X; a)B[X; Y˜ ; a; b˜] and provides the required interpretation of the #xed point axiom.
5. The reduction of IPA−()
In view of Theorem 4 and the previous result, the proof-theoretic analysis of IPA()
is completed if we manage to reduce the auxiliary system IPA−() to the theory ÎD¡!.
Although we do not encounter great conceptual diPculties in this reduction, it requires
a careful bookkeeping with respect to the elimination of -terms.
A particular role will be played by speci#c semiclosed -terms—we will call them
prime -terms later. Interesting examples of prime -terms are those of the form
(X; a)A which do not contain semiclosed -terms as proper subterms but permit subex-
pressions of the form (Y; b)B in which X appears as a free parameter.
To describe our reduction procedure, we need a series of auxiliary notions. First, a
term list D of length n is de#ned to be a #nite sequence
D = (S1; : : : ; Sn)
of semiclosed set terms of L−() which satis#es for all i; j from {1; : : : ; n} with i = j
the following two properties:
(T1) Si and Sj are (syntactically) diQerent set terms.
(T2) If Si is a proper subterm of Sj, then i¡j.
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Secondly, depending on a given term list D=(S1; : : : ; Sn) we introduce the binary
1-step reachability relation BD;1 on the components S1; : : : ; Sn of D by setting
Si BD;1 Sj :⇔


Si has the form (X; a)A and there is
a proper subterm T of A containing X
so that Sj is the term T [Si=X ]:
Finally, we say that Sj is reachable from a Si via D—correspondingly denoted by
Si BD Sj—in case that the pair (Si; Sj) belongs to the transitive closure of the relation
BD;1 of 1-step reachability. We write Si BD Sj to express that Sj cannot be reached
from Si via D.
Lemma 6. Let D be the term list (S1; : : : ; Sn), and let i; j be two di>erent elements
of {1; : : : ; n}. Then we have:
1. If Si BD Sj, then Si is a proper subterm of Sj, hence also i¡j.
2. If Si BD;1 Sj and Si has the form (X; a)A[X; a], then there exists exactly one
proper subterm T of A[X; a], which contains X , so that Sj is the term T [Si=X ];
this term T is either X -positive or X -negative. In the ;rst case we say that Sj is
positively 1-step reachable from Si via D, in the second case that Sj is negatively
1-step reachable from Si via D.
Proof. The #rst assertion of this lemma immediately follows from the de#nition of
1-step reachability and the fact that BD is its transitive closure.
The uniqueness of the term T which is claimed in the second assertion is obvious.
For the remaining part of the second assertion we only have to exploit the fact that
the formula A[X; a] is positive in X and X has to occur in T .
Let D be the term list (S1; : : : ; Sn) and choose two set terms Si and Sj from D. Then
Sj is said to be positively reachable from Si via D if there exists a sublist (S‘1 ; : : : ; S‘m)
of D satisfying
Si BD;1 S‘1 BD;1 · · · BD;1 S‘m BD;1 Sj
so that the number of negative 1-step reductions in this sequence is even. If there
exists such a reduction sequence, leading from Si to Sj, with an odd number of 1-step
reductions, then Sj is negatively reachable from Si via D. The corresponding notations
are Si B+D Sj and Si B
−
D Sj, respectively. The following property of these two re#ned
reachability relations should be obvious.
Lemma 7. Let D be the term list (S1; : : : ; Sn), and let i; j be two di>erent elements of
{1; : : : ; n}. If Si B+D Sj, then Si occurs only positively in Sj, and if Si B−D Sj, then Si
occurs only negatively in Sj. As a consequence, it is not possible that Si B+D Sj and
Si B−D Sj.
In a term list D=(S1; : : : ; Sn) those set terms Si, 16i6n, which cannot be reached
via D from other terms in D are now called prime terms with respect to D.
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Lemma 8. Let D be the term list (S1; : : : ; Sn), and let i; j; k be elements of {1; : : : ; n}.
Then we have:
1. If Si BD Sj and if Sk occurs in Sj, then Sk occurs in the term Si or Sk is the term
Si or Si BD Sk .
2. If Si and Sj are di>erent prime terms with respect to D, then it cannot be the
case that Si BD Sk as well as Sj BD Sk .
Proof. Turning to the #rst assertion, we obtain from Si BD Sj that there exist #nitely
many set terms S‘1 ; : : : ; S‘m , all occurring in the term list D, so that S‘1 is the term Si,
S‘m is the term Sj and
S‘1 BD;1 S‘2 BD;1 · · · BD;1 S‘m−1 BD;1 S‘m :
Now it is suPcient for our #rst assertion to prove by induction on m¿2 that, if Sk
occurs in S‘m , then either Sk occurs in S‘1 or Sk is the term S‘1 or S‘1 BD Sk .
m = 2: The term S‘1 has the form (X; a)A[X; a], and there exists a proper subterm
R of A[X; a] containing X so that S‘2 is the term R[S‘1 =X ]. Each subterm Sk of S‘2
therefore is a subterm of S‘1 or is identical to S‘1 or has the form R0[S‘1 =X ] where R0
is a subterm of R containing X . Since R0 is also a subterm of A[X; a], the last case
implies that S‘1 BD;1 Sk .
m ¿ 2: The term S‘m−1 can be written as (Y; b)B[Y; b], and there exists a proper
subterm T of B[Y; b] containing Y so that S‘m is the term T [S‘m−1 =Y ]. If Sk is a sub-
term of S‘m−1 or identical to S‘m−1 , then our assertion follows from the induction hy-
pothesis. Otherwise, there exists a subterm T0 of T containing Y so that Sk is the
term T0[S‘m−1 =Y ]. This T0 has to be a proper subterm of B[Y; b], and, as a conse-
quence, we have S‘m−1 BD;1 Sk . This implies S‘1 BD Sk and #nishes our proof by
induction.
To show the second assertion, we can assume Si BD Sk and Sj BD Sk ; without loss
of generality we may also assume that i¡j. From Sj BD Sk we conclude with Lemma
6 that Sj is a proper subterm of Sk . Thus Si BD Sk together with our #rst assertion
yields that Sj occurs in Si or Sj is the term Si or Si BD Sj. And therefore we arrive at
a contradiction with the facts that Sj is prime with respect to D and i¡j. Hence it is
not possible that Si BD Sk and Sj BD Sk .
We call a term list D=(S1; : : : ; Sn) an ordered term list if it satis#es for all natural
numbers i; j; k the following property:
16 i ¡ j ¡ k 6 n and Si BD Sk ⇒ Si BD Sj:
The previous lemma is now immediately used to show that each term list D can be
permuted into an ordered term list.
Lemma 9 (Ordering lemma). For every term list D=(S1; : : : ; Sn) there exists a per-
mutation 5 of the set {1; : : : ; n} so that (S5(1); : : : ; S5(n)) is an ordered term list.
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Proof. For natural numbers i; j from {1; : : : ; n}, call j an irregular D-successor
of i if
• Si BD Sj,
• there exists a natural number k so that i¡k¡j and Si BD Sk .
If D is not an ordered term list, we can choose the least i which has an irregular
D-successor. Furthermore, let j be the least irregular D-successor of i. Hence there
exists a natural number k so that
Si BD Sp and Si BD Sq
for p= i + 1; : : : ; i + k and q= i + k + 1; : : : ; j − 1. The #rst assertion of the previous
lemma thus implies that the terms Si+k+1; : : : ; Sj−1 cannot be subterms of Sj. Therefore
the reordering
D′ := (S1; : : : ; Si; : : : ; Si+k ; Sj; Si+k+1; : : : ; Sj−1; Sj+1; : : : ; Sn)
of D is again a term list. If D′ is an ordered term list, our lemma is already proved;
otherwise we iterate the previous procedure until we have obtained an ordered term
list.
To continue our reduction procedure we choose a sequence P1;P2; : : : of set con-
stants not occurring in the language L−(). Depending on this sequence we write
L−(;P1; : : : ;Pn) for the extension of L−() by the constants P1; : : : ;Pn. Later we
will use these set constants to mark speci#c -terms stemming from a given term list.
Given a term list D=(S1; : : : ; Sn) and an expression Z which is either a -term or
a formula of L−(), we de#ne the stages Z(D; i) of the unwinding of Z via D by
induction on i6n as follows:
1. Z(D; 0) is the expression Z.
2. If i¿0, then we obtain Z(D; i) from Z(D; i − 1) by substituting the set constant
Pi for each occurrence of Si(D; i − 1) in Z(D; i − 1).
Clearly the so de#ned expressions Z(D; i) are terms or formulas of the language
L−(;P1; : : : ;Pi). If  is a (#nite) set of L−() formulas, then we write (D; i) for
the collection of all i-stages of the unwindings of the elements of  via D, i.e. for all
natural numbers i from {0; : : : ; n} we set
(D; i) := {A(D; i) :A ∈ }:
If S is a set term and Z a set term or a formula of L−(;P1; : : : ;Pn), then Z[Pi‖S]
denotes the term or formula of L−(;P1; : : : ;Pn) which is obtained from Z by re-
placing the set term S by the set constant Pi.
In this unwinding of Z via D we replace in the #rst step all terms S1 by the
constant P1, and so we may regard S1 as the “de#nition” of P1. In the next step P2
is introduced and substituted, though not for the terms S2, but for those expressions
which we obtain from S2 if we replace all occurrences of S1 within S2 by P1; in this
sense S2[P1‖S1] “de#nes” P2. Then we continue with P3;P4; : : : accordingly.
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Lemma 10. Let D be the term list (S1; : : : ; Sn) and i any natural number from
{0; : : : ; n}.
1. If Y and Z are terms or formulas of L−() and if the expressions Y(D; i) and
Z(D; i) are identical, then Y and Z are identical.
2. If A and R are a formula and a term of L−(), respectively, and if R(D; i) occurs
in A(D; i), then R is a subterm of A.
Proof. This assertion is proved by induction on i6n and obvious for i=0. Now
assume that i¿0 and that Y(D; i) and Z(D; i) are identical. By the de#nition of our
unwindings, this implies that the expressions
Y(D; i − 1)[Pi‖Si(D; i − 1)] and Z(D; i − 1)[Pi‖Si(D; i − 1)]
are identical. Therefore, Y(D; i−1) and Z(D; i−1) have to be identical as well, and so
the induction hypothesis implies that Y and Z are identical. The proof of the second
assertion of this lemma can be carried through analogously.
Lemma 11 (Occurrence lemma). Let D=(S1; : : : ; Sn) be an arbitrary ordered term
list and Sk a prime term with respect to D. In addition, assume that the following
assumptions are satis;ed:
(A1) For any i; 16i6n, the term Si has the form (Xi; ai)Ai[Xi; ai].
(A2) m is a natural number with k + m6n, and (Sk ; Sk+1; : : : ; Sk+m) is the sublist of
D which comprises exactly Sk and all set terms which are reachable from Sk
via D.
(A3) For any j; k6j6k + m, it is
Bj[Xj; aj] :=
{
Aj[Xj; aj] if j = k or Sk B+D Sj;
¬Aj[Xj; aj] if Sk B−D Sj:
Then we have:
1. It is not possible that a set constant Pk ; : : : ;Pn occurs in one of the formulas
A1[S1; a1](D; n); : : : ; Ak−1[Sk−1; ak−1](D; n):
2. For any natural numbers i; j satisfying k6i; j6k + m the formula Ai[Si; ai](D; n)
behaves with respect to the set constant Pj so that
Sk B+D Si and Sk B
+
D Sj ⇒ Ai[Si; ai](D; n) is positive in Pj;
Sk B+D Si and Sk B
−
D Sj ⇒ Ai[Si; ai](D; n) is negative in Pj;
Sk B−D Si and Sk B
+
D Sj ⇒ Ai[Si; ai](D; n) is negative in Pj;
Sk B−D Si and Sk B
−
D Sj ⇒ Ai[Si; ai](D; n) is positive in Pj:
3. Any set constant Pj, k6j6k + m, occurs positively in all formulas
Bk [Sk ; ak ](D; n); : : : ; Bk+m[Sk+m; ak+m](D; n)
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if j = k or Sk B+D Sj; otherwise, if Sk B
−
D Sj, then the set constant Pj occurs
negatively in all these formulas.
Proof. To show the #rst assertion, we choose arbitrary natural numbers i∈{1; : : : ; k−1}
and j∈{k; : : : ; n}. By applying Lemma 6 we obtain that
(∗) Si is not reachable form Sj via D:
Now assume that Pj occurs in Ai[Si; ai](D; n). Then the term Sj(D; j − 1), which is
replaced by the constant Pj in the unwinding process, has to be a subterm of the
formula Ai[Si; ai](D; j−1). Making use of the previous lemma, this implies that Sj is
a subterm of Ai[Si; ai].
Recall that i¡j and that Si is the term (Xi; ai)Ai[Xi; ai]. Since D is a term list, the
term Sj must not occur in (Xi; ai)Ai[Xi; ai]. But this implies that there exists a term
T containing Xi so that T is in Ai[Xi; ai] and T [Si=Xi] is the term Sj. However, then
Sj is reachable from Si. This is a contradiction to (*), and therefore Pj cannot occur
in Ai[Si; ai](D; n).
Concerning our second assertion, we con#ne ourselves to proving the third implica-
tion; the other three can be treated accordingly. From the assumptions Sk B−D Si and
Sk B+D Sj we obtain by Lemmas 6 and 7 that Sk is a proper subterm of Si and Sj
and that all occurrences of Sk in Si are negative and all occurrences of Si in Sj are
positive. Since Si is the term (Xi; ai)Ai[Xi; ai] and the formula Ai[Xi; ai] is Xi-positive,
Ai[Si; ai] contains no positive occurrences of Sk . Consequently, Ai[Si; ai] does not have
any positive occurrences of Sj.
The constant Pj is introduced into the formula Ai[Si; ai](D; n)—if at all—at stage j
of the unwinding process by substituting Pj in Ai[Si; ai](D; j − 1) for all occurrences
of Sj(D; j − 1). But since there are no positive occurrences of Sj in Ai[Si; ai], there
are no positive occurrences of Sj(D; j − 1) in Ai[Si; ai](D; j − 1). This implies that
Ai[Si; ai](D; j) does not contain positive occurrences of the constant Pj. In the fol-
lowing transformations, leading from Ai[Si; ai](D; j) to Ai[Si; ai](D; n), the occurrences
of Pj may be only replaced, but not aQected otherwise. Hence Pj does not occur
positively in Ai[Si; ai](D; n), i.e. Ai[Si; ai](D; n) is negative in Pj.
The third assertion, #nally, follows immediately from the second assertion and the
de#nition of the formulas Bi[Xi; ai] for k6i6k + m.
A further de#nition is needed: A term list D of length n is called complete for a
(#nite) set  of L−() formulas if there are no occurrences of -terms within the
formulas which belong to (D; n).
Given a #nite set  of semiclosed L−() formulas, we can now systematically
replace all -terms by fresh set constants, always choosing those which do not contain
other closed -terms as proper subterms. Proceeding in this way immediately yields
the following lemma.
Lemma 12. For any ;nite set  of semiclosed L−() formulas there exists a term
list D of ;nite length which is complete for .
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Now the stage is set for the reduction of the theory IPA−() to the system ÎD¡!.
So take a formula A of L−() and suppose that there exists a proof 8 of A in
IPA−(). We carry through the following steps:
R1. We #rst transform all formulas F in 8 into semiclosed formulas F? by simply
replacing in every F each subformula (t ∈U ) with a free occurrence of the set variable
U by the formula (t= t). Obviously, this transformation yields a proof 8? in IPA−()
of the formula A?.
R2. Then we identify the #nite set  of all #xed point axioms which occur in 8?.
So we have #nitely many formulas B1[X1; a1]; : : : ; Bm[Xm; am] of L−() which are
positive in X1; : : : ; Xm, respectively, and  is the collection of all semiclosed formulas,
for 16i6m,
(FIXi) (ri ∈ (Xi; ai)Bi[Xi; ai])↔Bi[(Xi; ai)Bi[Xi; ai]; ri]:
R3. By applying Lemma 12, we know that there exists a term list D of #nite length
which is complete for . Because of Lemma 9 we may even assume that D is an
ordered term list. To #x the notation, let D be the list (S1; : : : ; Sn) with each Sj, for
16j6n, being of the form
(Xj; aj)Cj[Xj; aj]:
This implies, clearly, that there is an injection ; which tells us for each i, where
16i6m, the position of the term (Xi; ai)Bi[Xi; ai]) within the list D, i.e. S;(i) is the
term (Xi; ai)Bi[Xi; ai]).
R4. The next step is to determine all terms which are prime with respect to D.
Thus we #nd natural numbers ‘1; : : : ‘k , 1= ‘1¡ · · ·¡‘k6n, so that
(S‘1 ; : : : ; S‘k )
is the sublist of the term list D comprising exactly the set terms from D which are
prime with respect to D. For purely notational reasons, also de#ne ‘k+1 := n.
R5. It follows the introduction of the new set constants P1; : : : ;Pn and the unwinding
of  and of all formulas F in 8? to (D; n) and F(D; n), respectively, as described
above.
R6. We want to set things up to apply Lemma 11 and so let for all natural numbers
p with 16p6k and qp with ‘p6qp6‘p+1
Dqp [Xqp ; aqp ] :=
{
Cqp [Xqp ; aqp ] if qp = ‘p or S‘p B
+
D Sqp ;
¬Cqp [Xqp ; aqp ] if S‘p B−D Sqp :
From Lemma 11 we therefore obtain that for all natural numbers p, where 16p6k,
that
Sp := (D‘p [S‘p ; a‘p ](D; n); : : : ; D‘p+1−1[S‘p+1−1; a‘p+1−1](D; n))
can be considered as an operator system of level p− 1, as introduced towards the end
of Section 2.
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R7. We also observe that the nth stage of the unwinding of the #xed point axiom
(FIXi) from  is the formula (see reduction step R3)
(FIX′i) (r;(i) ∈ P;(i))↔C;(i)[S;(i); r;(i)](D; n):
Since ;(i) belongs to an interval [‘p; ‘p+1) for a suitable natural number p, the formula
in (FIX′i) is logically equivalent to one of the #xed point axioms generated by the
operator system Sp.
R8. As a consequence, the full unwindings of all #xed point axioms which occur in
the proof 8? are derivable in the theory ÎDk . Induction along 8? therefore yields
the provability of the unwinded formula A(D; n) in ÎDk .
These reduction steps R1–R8 provide a proof of the desired reduction of IPA−()
to ÎD¡!, a consequence of which is stated in the following lemma.
Lemma 13 (Reduction lemma). For every sentence A of the language L1 we have
that
IPA−()  A ⇒ ÎD¡!  A:
For determining the upper bound of IPA() it only remains to combine this lemma
with Theorem 5, concerning the embedability of IPA() into IPA−(), and with
Lemma 2, which states that ÎD¡! and ÎD¡! have the same proof-theoretic strength.
Since this bound agrees with the lower bound of Theorem 4, the proof-theoretic
characterization of IPA() is complete.
Theorem 14. The theory IPA() is a conservative extension of the system ÎD¡! with
respect to all sentences of L1; in particular, the proof-theoretic ordinal of IPA() is
the Feferman–Schutte ordinal 0.
This #nishes our present analysis of intensional #xed point theories. Correspond-
ing theories whose #xed points posses more structure will be studied in a following
publication.
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